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Introduction
In this paper we study necessary conditions for the validity of the
Poincaré lemma for complexes of differential operators. We extend to
systems the technique of short waves asymptotic solutions that
Hôrmander used in the case of a single operator in his generalization
of the example of Hans Lewy (cf. [7]). Introducing asymptotic
operators and asymptotic series at a characteristic direction, we
reduce to the study of complexes of differential operators on spaces
of rapidly decreasing functions. Some of these are similar to a
complex defined in the book [11] of Guillemin and Sternberg. By this
method we are able to prove non local solvability for systems of
differential equations in some cases that - to our knowledge - were
not previously considered in the literature.
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There is a special reason to me to dedicate this paper to the
memory of Aldo Andreotti, as an ideal continuation of an investigation we had started together.

§1. The Poincaré and the special Poincaré lemma

(a) Let A(x, D) : 03B5P(03A9) ~ 03B5q(03A9) and B(x, D) : 03B5q(03A9) ~ 03B5r(03A9) be
differential operators with smooth coefficients on an open set f2 C Rn,
such that

complex, i.e. B (x, D) - A(x, D) 0.
Let us denote by 03B5x0 the ring of germs of (complex valued) C~
functions at xo; for every xo e f2 by restriction to germs we obtain
from the complex (1) a new complex:
is

a

=

When (2) is an exact sequence we say that (1) admits the Poincaré
Lemma at 03B5qx0.We say that (1) admits the Special Poincaré Lemma at
eq when it admits the Poincaré lemma at 03B5qx0 and moreover the map
B(x, D) : Eqx0~03B5rx0 has a sequentially closed image in the following
sense:

if w is a fixed neighborhood of xo in f2 and tf.1 a sequence of
functions in 03B5q(03C9) such that {B (x, D)fn} converges to a function
g E e’(w) uniformly with all derivatives on compact subsets of w, then
the germ of g at xo belongs to the image of B(x, D) : 03B5qx0 ~ 03B5rx0.
We note that when B(x, D) = 0 (determined or under-determined
systems) there is no distinction between the Poincaré and the special
Poincaré lemma.
When complex (1) is part of a longer complex:

then the failure of the special Poincaré lemma at 03B5qx0 implies the
failure of the Poincaré lemma at either the place 03B5qx0 or at the place
03B5rx0 indeed, when the Poincaré lemma holds at 03B5rx0, the
map B(x, D) : 03B5qx0 ~ 03B5rx0 has a sequentially closed image in the sense
precised above.
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(b) LEMMA 1: If the image of B(x, D) : 03B5qx0 ~ 03B5rx0 is sequentially
closed in the sense precised above, then, given any open neighborhood
03C9 of xo in fi there is an open neighborhood 03C9’ of xo in w such that for
every f ~ 03B5r(03C9) belonging to the closure in 03B5r(03C9) of B(x, D)03B5q(03C9)
there is a function w E Eq(w’) with flw’ B(x, D)w.
=

PROOF: Let CO(w) denote the closure of B(x, D)03B5q(03C9) in 03B5r(03C9). It is
linear space and is a Fréchet space with the topology induced by
03B5r(03C9). Let (wv) be a fundamental system of open neighborhoods of xo
in 03C9 and set for every
03B5q(03C9v)}. By assumption we have (03C9) U v and thus, by Baire’s
category argument, one of the sets in the reunion, say CD"O’ is of the
second category in (03C9). But CO"O is the image of the Fréchet space
F {(f, w) E (03C9) x
B(x, D)w} under the projection
into the first component. Then it follows from a theorem of Banach that
v0=(03C9) and the statement follows with (»’= W"O.
Given a compact set K and an integer m 2: 0, for every function f
which is C°° on a neighborhood of K we set
a

v = 1, 2,...v={f~(03C9)|f|03C9,~B(x,D)
=

03B5q(03C9v0)|f|03C9v0

=

=

COROLLARY: Let the image of B(x, D) : 03B5qx0~03B5rx0 be sequentially
closed. Then for every open neighborhood w of xo in 03A9 we can find an
open neighborhood w’ of xo in w with the property:
given any compact set K’ C w’ and any integer m’ ~ 0 there are: a
constant c &#x3E; 0, a compact K C w, an integer m ~ 0 such that for every
v E 03B5q(03C9) there is w E 03B5q(03C9’) with

PROOF: With the same notations of the above lemma, we choose w’
to satisfy the statement of the lemma. Moreover we can assume that
03C9’ is relatively compact in 03C9. By a theorem of Banach, the projection
F - (03C9) is an open map and then the image of the open set
Il contains a neighborhood of 0 in W(w) of the
{(f , w) E
~ ~}, for K compact ~03C9, m integer ~ 0
form G If E
and e &#x3E; 0. We can take K ~ w’. Then the statement of the corollary
follows with c E-’. Indeed, for v E 03B5q(03C9), if B(x, D)v|03C9’ 0 we can

F|~w~K,m
(03C9)|~f~K,m

=

=

=
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0 on 03C9’ then L
~B(x, D)v~K,m~0 and L-1~B(x,D)v~G. Hence we have
L-lEB(x, D)vlw’ B(x, D)u for some u E 03B5q(03C9’) with luIK’,m’ 1 and
then B(x, D)v|03C9’ B(x, D)w with w LE-’u and ~W~K’,m’ ~ ~-1L.

choose w = 0; if B(x, D)v is not

identically

=

=

=

=

(c) We derive now some a priori estimates that are consequences of
the Poincaré and of the special Poincaré lemma.
We denote by dx the Lebesgue measure on Rn and by

the scalar
Given

product in L2(03A9)s, for n
a

differential

open in Rnand any

operator

with

smooth

integer s a

coefficients

1.
on

03A9A(x, D):03B5p(03A9) ~ 03B5p(03A9), with A(x, D) = 03A3 A03B1(x)D03B1 (the Aa (x ) are
q x p matrices with entries in 6 (fl )), the formal adjoint of A(x, D) is the
diff erential operator with smooth coefficients in 03A9: A*(x, D) : 03B5q(03A9) ~
03B5p(03A9) defined by the formula:

It is characterized

by the identity:

PROPOSITION 1: Assume that the complex (1) admits the Poincaré
lemma at 03B5qx0. Then, given any open neighborhood 00 of xo in il we can
find an open neighborhood 03C9103C9 of xo such that for a compact set
F C 00, an integer 1 ~ 0 and a constant c &#x3E; 0 we have :

The

proof of this

statement

can

be found in [3].

Let us now assume that the complex (1) admits the special Poincaré
lemma at 03B5qx0. Given an open neighborhood w of xo in f2, let m’ 03C9 be
an open neighborhood of xo for which the statement of the corollary
to lemma 1 holds. We choose a neighborhood mi C w’ of xo in such a
way that the statement of the proposition above holds with m’
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choose a compact K in 03C9, m and c &#x3E; 0 in such a
way that the statement of the corollary to lemma 1 holds with K’ = 03C91
and m’ 1, and moreover we require that m -1 is an upper bound for
the order of differential operators that are entries of the matrix
A(x, D) and K J w’. Let now v E C~0(03C91)q and f ~03B5q(03C9). We take
w E 03B5q(03C9’)
such that B(x,
B(x, D)w and ~w~03C91,l ~
cIIB(x, D)f~K,m. Then B(x, D)(f - w) 0 on w’ and by the proposition
above we obtain:

replacing

03C9.

Then

we

=

D)f1 w’ =
=

We have obtained the

following:

PROPOSITION 2: Assume that the complex (1) admits the special
Poincaré Lemma at 03B5qx0. Then, given any open neighborhood CI) of xo in
fl we can find an open neighborhood wl CI) of xo, a compact K C w,
an integer m ~ 0 and a constant c &#x3E; 0 such that :

for every

f ~ 03B5q(03C9) and

every

v

E

C~0(03C91)q.

§2. The radiation principle

(a) The space and the Weyl algebra W
We denote by Y = Y(R n) the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing
functions on Rn. For each integer m ~ 0 we introduce the scalar
product:

and the

norm

associated to it. We denote by Sm the Hilbert space obtained by
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completing 9 with this norm. Then 91 is the inverse limit of this
family of Hilbert spaces:

denote by W the Weyl algebra of diff erential operators with
polynomial coefficients in Rn. The elements of W define linear
automorphisms of Y, that in this way can be considered as a left
W-module. We define the canonical ordering of W as the ascending
chain of linear subspaces of W:
Let

us

have denoted by Wm the linear span of the
la 03B2| ~ m. It is obvious that P E Wm defines for
linear and continuous map from Sk into Sk-m.

where for each

m

operators Xf3DC1 for

every k ~ m

a

we

+

(b) The symplectic structure
Let E Rn ~ Rn and on E let
defined by the bilinear form
=

Let J denote the matrix

(0 I -I0)

us

consider the

where 1 is the

symplectic

n x n

structure

identity matrix.

Then

We denote by Sp(n, R) the group of linear symplectic transformations
of E. This is the group of linear maps S : E - E such that o(Su, Sv) =
03C3(u, v) for u, v E E; still denoting by S the 2n x 2n matrix representing the transformation S, we have S E Sp(n, R) iff ’SJS J.
Then we denote by Sp’(n, R) the group of affine symplectic transformations of E. This group is isomorphic to the group of (2n + 1) x
(2n + 1) matrices of the form
=

It is well known that the group

Sp’(n, R)

has

a

representation

into
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automorphisms of Y that extend for each m 2:: 0 to
automorphisms of Sm which for m 0 are unitary. This representation is defined on a set of generators of Sp 1(n, R) in the following
the group of

=

way:

(i) The translation (03BE, x) ~ (03BE + 03BE0, x + xo) corresponds

to the map

(ii) to the map changing Xj into ej and ej into -x; while leaving all
other coordinates fixed corresponds the partial Fourier transform:

(iii)

to

matrix T

(iv)

to

S0)
corresponds
S
S 0)
S

=

=

responds the

map

with S(03BE, x )
the map

=

(03BE - Tx, x ) for

a

real

symmetric

f(x)~f(x)exp(-iTx,x&#x3E;).

with S(03BE, x) =

(’T-’e, Tx)

for T E

Gl(n,R)

cor-

f(x)~ Idet T|-1/2f(T-1x).

We denote by Ts :~ the map corresponding to S E Sp’(n, R).
These maps induce automorphisms of W preserving the canonical
ordering: indeed Ts 0 P - T-1s~Wm if P E Wm.
To describe these automorphisms we introduce "complete symbols" : for P(x, D) 03A3|03B1+03B2|~m a03B103B2x03B2D03B1 E W we set
=

polynomial P° of the 2n indeterminates x, e is called the
complete symbol of P(x, D). We note that any given polynomial of 2n
indeterminates Q(x, e) is the complete symbol of a differential operator in W, that is given by the formula:
This
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the

complete symbols Po and Qo of the

two

operators

are

related by

(cf. for instance Leray [12], Chap I, § 1).
From the statements above one easily obtains the following
LEMMA 2: For every

that

for every S

where

=

integer

m ~

0 there is

S ) ~ Sp1(n, R)

a

and every

constant
u

E

Sm

we

c(m) such
have

BBSBB |w|=1
sup ISwl.
=

(c) Asymptotic functions and fading waves
We denote by R+ the set of strictly positive real numbers. For fixed
~~ 0 we denote by FE (IR +, Y) the space of all functions a : R+ ~
such that for every integer m ~ 0 the norms tEmlla(t, x)~m are bounded
on R+. We say that two functions a(t, x) and b(t, x) in F~(R+, ) are
asymptotically equivalent if

In this case we write a(t,x)~b(t,x). This is an equivalence relation
and the quotient space A,,9’ is called the space of e-asymptotics of 91.
1 and let cp be a C°° function with compact
LEMMA 3: Let 0~ E
in
Rn
1
on a neighborhood of 0. Then a(t, x) ~
that
is
support
E
all
a
F~(R+, ).
cp(tx)a(t, x) for

PROOF: Let R

&#x3E;

0 be such that cp

=

1

on |x|~ R.

and therefore

we

for

c(m, s) independent of t. Because E
+ ~)m + 1 and then the

a

s so

constant

large

Then

have

that s(1- e) a (1

1,

we can

choose

statement follows.
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DEFINITION: A fading wave at (xo, g°) E Rn x (Rn - 101) is a function
of the form u(t,x)=a(t,(x-x0)/t)exp(i(03BE0,x)/t2), with a function
a(t, x), called the amplitude, belonging to F~(R+, ) for some 0 ~ E 1.

LEMMA 4: For every

integer

m ~

0 there is

a

constant

c(m) such

that

for every fading wave u with amplitude a.
Let cp E Co(1R ft) be 1 on a neighborhood of
m ~ 0 there is a constant k(m) such that

for every fading
PROOF:

and,

on

the other hand,

obtain

with

amplitude

By Sobolev’s lemma

Thus, being

we

wave u

we

a.

have

0. Then

for every integer
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To prove the second estimate,

we

note that

and then

If R

=

sup

|x|on

support of

cp, we

obtain

Therefore

From this lemma

we

COROLLARY: Two

obtain the

fading

following

waves u

if and only if their amplitudes

are

and

v

at

(xo, e) satisfy

asymptotically equivalent.

Let A(x, D) : 03B5p(03A9)~03B5q(03A9) be a differential operator with smooth
coefficients on an open set f2 C Rnand let (xo, eo) E f2 x (Rn - {0}).
DEFINITION: A

fading

wave

g°) is a
components, such

solution for A(x, D) at (xo,

p-vector valued function u ( t, x ), with fading

wave

that

for all compact subsets K of f2 and all

m ~

0.
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Every fading wave with amplitude asymptotic to 0 is
trivially fading wave solution for any operator A(x, D). In particular, if cp E C~0(Rn) is 1 on a neighborhood of xo, and u is a fading
wave solution for A(x, D) at (xo, eo), then also ~(x)u(t, x) is a fading
wave solution for A(x, D) at (xo, 03BE0).
REMARK 1:
a

real valued C°° function bounded with all
at 0. Then
times exp(i~(tx)/t2) defines a linear automorphism of

REMARK 2: Let cp be

derivatives

on

a

Rn, vanishing with its first derivatives

multiplication
the space F~(R+, Y).

Indeed we have D03B1(t-2~(tx))
the Lagrange formula to obtain:

Therefore

we

Thus f or a E

Therefore

have:

F03B5(R+, 9)

we

=

t|03B1|-2(D03B1~)(tx).

|D03B1(t-2~(tx))| ~ ca

we

on

For

Rn for

|03B1|=

1

we

apply

lai2=: 2

obtain:

have:

And it is obvious that also the opposite inequality holds for a new
k(m) independent of a and t.
This remark explains the reason to consider only elementary phase
functions x ~ (f,°, x): terms in the phase function not of the first order
can be absorbed in the complex fading amplitude.
constant

(d) First formulation of the radiation principle
Let us consider a complex of differential operators with smooth
coefficients on an open subset t2 of Rn :
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A*(x, D) denote the formal adjoint of A(x, D) for the L2 scalar
product. Let v ( t, x ) a ( t, (x - x0)/t) exp(1(03BE0, x)/t2) and
Let

=

fading wave solutions at (xo, g°) EE t2 x (Rn - 101) for A *(x, D) and
B(x, D) respectively, with a, b E F~(R+, ) for some 0:5 E 1.
be

We choose

a

C°° function cp with compact support in f2 that is 1 on
xo. By the remarks at the end of the previous

neighborhood of
section,

a

where w is a neighborhood of xo containing the support of cp, is
for every1 and m. We consider now the integral

0(tl)

We note that 03C8(t) ~ f a(t, x)b(t, x) dx as asymptotic numbers (*).
(*) Two functions 03C81(t) and tp2(t) defined for t &#x3E; 0 are said to define
the same asymptotic number, and we write oii -- 03C82, if
t-mlo/l(t) - 0/2(t)1 0 Vm. We denote by C the complex asymp-

limsup

=

totic numbers, i.e. the quotient of all functions defined for t &#x3E; 0 by the
equivalence relation ~.
Thus, if we want that estimate (4) be valid for all functions v and f
with sufliciently small support about xo, then we must have 03C8(t) ~ 0.
We have obtained the following:
PROPOSITION 3: (Radiation Principle).
A necessary condition in order that the complex (1) admits the
special Poincaré lemma at xo E f2 is that for every 03BE0 E Rn - 101 and
every fading wave solutions v for A*(x, D) with amplitude a E
F,(R’, y) and f of B(x, D) with amplitude b E F~(R+, yq) at (xo, 03BE0)
(with 0 ~ ~ 1) one has:

In

particular,

for determined

or

under-determined operators

one
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obtains the

following

COROLLARY: A necessary condition in order that the

equation

has a solution u ~ 03B5px0 for every f ~ 03B503BEx0 is that the operator A*(x, D)
has no fading wave solution v with amplitude a E F03B5(R+, yq) f or
o :5 e
1 at (x0, gO) ~ 03A9 x Rn - {0} with

(e) Asymptotic operators
Let A(x, D) = (Aij(x, D))i=1,...,q;j=1,...,p be a q p matrix of
differential operators with smooth coefficients on f2. We say that
A(x, D) is of type (aj, bi) for some integers al, ..., ap, bl,..., bq if for
every i, j the operator Aji has order ~ aj - bi (is 0 if a; - bi 0). Then,
having fixed (xo, g°) E n x (Rn - {0}), we set:

This is

smoothly
at t

=

a

on

differential operator with coefficients that depend
t. We can consider the formal Taylor series of A(t, x, D)

0:

we note that Ah (x, D) has all components in Wh. We call
A(t, x, D) the (canonical) asymptotic operator of A(x, D) at (xo, çO).
We denote by W the ring of all f ormal power series of the form

and

This is called the ring of (canonical) asymptotic operators.
The asymptotic operators have a natural action on the space of
E - asymptotics of Y for 0 ~ ~
1, that is described by the following
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PROPOSITION 4: Let p(t, x,
asymptotic operator. Let 0::; E

a (t, x) E F~(R+, ) there is b

=

D) = 03A3thph(x,D)(ph~Wh~h)

be

an

fixed. Then for every a
b (t, x ) E F~(R+, y), unique modulo ~,
1 be

=

such that

PROOF: Because ps E WH there

are

constants

C(s, k) such that

1- E and then we define
We choose an integer m so large that 2/m
for each integer s ~ 0 h(s) = j if mj ~ s (m + l)j.
Having done this, we choose a sequence of positive real numbers
{ts} with 0 t, 2-1-s, ts &#x3E; ts+1 ~s and such that

This is
that

the
a

possible

because it is sufficient to choose ts in such

a

way

right hand side being bounded because of the assumption that
F~(R+, 9). Now we choose a sequence of smooth functions {03C8s}
R+ with 0 ~ 03C8s ~ 1, 03C8s(t) 1 if 0 t ~ t,12, t/1s(t) 0 for t ~ ts. The

E

on

=

=

series

contains for each fixed t &#x3E; 0 only finitely many terms different from 0
and thus pointwise defines a function b b(t, x) : R+ ~ Y. We have the
estimate:
=
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We have

Because t

~

Therefore

tEkllb(t, x)llk

Thus

ts

on

the support of 03C8s,

is

we

obtain

majorized by the convergent numerical series

tEkb(t, x) is a bounded function from R+ to Sk. This shows that

b(t, x) ~ F~(R+,).
have:

We have

Therefore

Let

us

prove that

(*) holds. For 0 t tl/2

we
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1

As t

on

support of t/1s,

we

obtain:

Uniqueness modulo asymptotic equivalence is obvious
REMARK: With obvious

notations,

a

q

x

from (*).

p matrix with entries in W

F~(R+, p) to obtain an element of
image of an element asymptotic to 0 is asymptotic to

to elements of

be applied
A~q. Because the
0, we obtain:
can

PROPOSITION 5: A q x p matrix %(t, x, D)
defines for all 0 -,E 1 a linear map from
will denote by the same symbol %(t, x, D)).

Let

of asymptotic operators
AEYP into AEyq (that we

consider again the operator A(x, D). It is not restrictive to
that a; ~ 0 for all j. By lemma 4 in section (c) we have the

us

assume

following
PROPOSITION 6: Let
let

Then

u

is

a

fading

(f) A remark

on

Let A be

a

respectively

a

we

define

a

a(t, x) ~ F~(R+, p) (for

wave

solution at (xo,

some

0 ~

E

03BE0) for A(x, D) if and only if

homological algebra

(non commutative) unitary ring and let R and L be
right and a left A-module. Given any left A-module M,

map

by associating

1) and

to À E

Hom(M, L) and f E R Q9 M the element
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Let
M:

us

consider

now a

projective resolution

of the left A-module

Then for each k the map

passes to the

quotient, defining

We also note that, if

and

we

denote

a

homomorphism

Q2 is projective and

we

of abelian groups:

have

a

complex

by H the cohomology of the complex

an injective map i :Ext’(M, L) ~ H.
Analogously, if H* denotes the cohomology of the complex

there is

there is a surjective map s : H* ~ Torl(R, M).
The map R Q9 Pi x Hom(Pi, L) - R Q9 L induces also

a

homomor-

phism

Let G be an abelian group and À : R Q9 L ~ G a homomorphism of
abelian groups. If the map H* H ~ R ~ L ~ G has zero image, then
also the map Torl(R, M) x Ext’(M, L) ~ R Q9 L ~ G has zero image.
Indeed the maps W, and h are obtained by passing to the quotients
from the maps

and
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and hence the statement is obtained by
clusion

factoring through the in-

ker(Hom(Pl, L) ~ HOM(P2, L)) ~ ker(Hom(PI, L) ~ Hom(Q2, L)).

(g) Invariant Formulation of the Radiation Principle
For an asymptotic operator U(t,x,D)=03A3tsUs(x,D) the f ormal
adjoint is defined by U*(t, x, D) = 1 t2U*s(x, D). We have (cf. sect.
(e)):

Defining

a

right action

the space A~ turns into

induces
tensor

of

a

W

on

A,91 by

right-W-module

a homomorphism of abelian
product:

groups from the

Let T? = m(x0, g°) coker(Â(t, x, D) :
made in the previous section we obtain
=

and the map

q-p). By

PROPOSITION 7: If the complex (1) admits the
lemma at xo, then for all 03BE0 ~ Rn _ {0} the map

is

identically

corresponding

the remarks

special Poincaré

0.

§3. Rings of asymptotic operators
denote by W the ring of differential operators with
polynomial coefficients on Rn. An ordering of W is the datum of an
ascending chain of C-linear subspaces of W:

(a) Let

us
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satisfying the following conditions:
(i) W0 = C
(ii) U Wj W
(iii) WiWj C Wi,j for i, j = 0,1, 2, ...
(iv) [Wi, WjJ {[P, Q] PQ - QPP E W, Q E Wj} C Wa+j-1
i, j = 0, 1, 2, ... (with the convention that Wi 0 if i 0).
=

=

for

=

=

We set H

=

Wj/Wj-1= ES Hj. By (iii)

we can

define

on

H

a

ring

product of the equivalence class of Pi in
Wj,/Wit-1 and of the equivalence class of P2 in Wj2/Wj2-1 the
equivalence class of PlP2 in Wj1+j2/Wj1+j2-1. By (iv) the ring H is
structure

by taking

as

commutative.
EXAMPLES: (1) Take Wo = C, Wj
W for j &#x3E; 0. Note that in this
case H is not Noetherian.
(2) If Wj = {03A3|03B1+03B2|~j a03B103B2x03B2D03B1}, then H is the ring of polynomials in 2n
indeterminates with usual gradings.
(3) More in général, we can fix n-uples h, k of strictly positive
h) + (a, k) ~ j}.
integers and set Wj = {03A3
Then H is again the ring of polynomials in 2n indeterminates
xl, ..., xn, 03BE1,..., 03BEn, with the grading obtained by considering xj
homogeneous of degree hj and ej homogeneous of degree kj (j =
1,..., n, hj and k; are the j-th component of h and k respectively).
(b) Having fixed an ordering for W, we define the ring W of
asymptotic differential operators as the ring of formal power series of
the indeterminate t of the form:
=

aal3x/3Da1 (0,

We denote by m the ideal of W of elements of this form with Po
We have the following

=

0.

PROPOSITION 8: The ring W is a local ring with maximal ideal m,
separated and complete for the m-adic topology.

The verification of this statement is straightforward and is omitted.
(c) On W we consider the m-adic filtration

Let

Hj mj/mj+1 and let
=

OE

=

0% be the graded ring associated to this
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filtration. We note that @j is isomorphic to tjWj and therefore OE can
be identified to the subring of elements of SB that are polynomials in t.
We denote by W ~03C0 OE the natural projection.
Let us consider a free W-module Wp, of finite type. Given a
(ai, ..., 03B1p) E Zp we define canonically a filtration on Wp by settting
=

To this filtration

corresponds a canonical graduation of the module Hp
H03B1k
{(tk-03B11P1,...,
by
given
tk-03B1Pp) 1 Pj E Wk-aj for j 1, p}.
We denote by 7Ta the natural map Wp ~ Hp. We will write 38" and H03B1
instead of Wp and Hp to emphasize the choice of the filtration and of
the graduation.
=

=

...,

Let T? be a left W-module of finite type. Then we can define on 3M a
filtration compatible with the m-adic filtration of SB and then consider
the associated graded module that we denote by M0.
(d) Note that under the assumptions made up to now, the rings H
and U can be non Noetherian. This happens for instance with the
filtration of W given by:

Then the maximal ideal m itself is not finitely generated and the same
happens for m n H. To avoid this unpleasant fact, we make the
following: assumption : H is Noetherian.
This is the case of examples (2) and (3) of section (a), that are the
ones relevant for our applications. We note that in the case of
example (1) H and e are Noetherian, while H is non Noetherian.
(e) Let (t) denote the ideal of H generated by t. This is a central
ideal as t commutes with all elements of H. We consider then the
( t )-adic filtration of G:

The

graded ring associated to this filtration is (isomorphic to) the ring
H[s] of polynomials in one indeterminate with coefficients in H.
Because H[s] is Noetherian in view of the assumption above, we
obtain (cf. [15], Corollary 2 at p. 414):
LEMMA 5: (M is Noetherian.

From this lemma it follows at

once:
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PROPOSITION 9: W is a Noetherian

ring.

filtered
left 38-module of finite type, with a filtration compatible with the
m-adic filtration. Let Te denote the associated graded H-module.

(f) Let

us

go back to the situation of section

PROPOSITION 10: There is

a

(c). Let 3M be

a

free resolution

of m0 by homogeneous free modules of finite type H03B1(k) = 04Pk for
03B1(k) (03B1(k)1,
1 a(k» E ZPk and homogeneous left H-homomorphisms.
To any such resolution there correspond left W-homomorphisms
u(k): Wpk+1 ~ Wpk (k 0, 1, ...) such that a(k) 0 1Ta(k+1) 03C003B1(k) o %(k) and
=

...,

=

is

a

free resolution of m

A resolution

=

as a

left W-module.

(6) with the property of the proposition above is called

correct.

denote by (Î) the ideal of 5ID generated by t. This is
central ideal of 5ID and we consider the (Î)-adic filtration of 5ID:

(g) Let

us

a

The associated graded ring is (isomorphic to) the ring H[s] of
polynomials in one indeterminate s with coefficients in the ring N of
formal series Ej hj with hj E Hj Vj.
Because H is obtained from H by I-adic completion with respect
to the ideal I

=

EB H;, the ring H is

j~1

a

flat

ring extension

of H and it

obvious way that [s] is a flat ring extension of H[s].
"correct
resolutions" with respect to the (t)-adic (resp.
By taking
the (Î)-adic) filtration one can easily prove ("correct resolutions" exist
by the generalization of Artin-Rees lemma to central ideals in
Noetherian non commutative rings; cf. [15], Theorem 1, p. 292):
follows in

an

PROPOSITION 11: The

Let 039B denote the

ring 2B is

subring of 2B

a

flat ring extension of the ring H.

of elements that have

a

finite order
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with respect to al axl,
series of t:

...,

al axn :039B is the ring of all formal

j thPh(X, D) with Ph E Wh

power

and sup order of Ph
h

h=0

If the ordering of W is the one given in example (2) or (3) in sect. (a),
then H is the ring of formal power series in 2n indeterminates
XI, ..., Xn, 03BE1, en. If we take on ll the (Î)-adic filtration, for (Î)
denoting the central ideal of A generated by t, then the associated
graded ring is the ring Û[s] of polynomials in s with coefficients in
the ring H of polynomials of 03BE1, ..., 03BEn with coefficients formal power
series of xl,
xn. Then 039B is Noetherian and again by the generalization of Artin-Rees lemma there are "correct resolutions" of finitely
generated left A-modules and we can conclude as above by:
...,

PROPOSITION 12:
(a), then e is

sect.

(g) We consider
smooth coefficients

If the ordering of W is as in examples (2)
flat ring extension of A.
now

on an

Let a1, ..., ap, bi,...,

a

(3) in

complex of differential operators with

open set 03A9

bq,

c1,

...,

A(x, D) = (Aij(x, D)) with Aij(x,

We can say
Let us define:

or

a

cr be

Rn:

fixed

integers such that

D) = 03A3|03B1|~aj- bi A03B1ij(x)D03B1

of

order :5 aj - bi

A(x, D) is of type (aj, bi) and B (x, D) is of type (b ;, ch).
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series centered at xo and let
us write still Â(x, ç) and Ê(x, e) for the matrices obtained by substituting to the coefficients of Â(x, e) and B(x, e) their formal Taylor
power series centered at xo. We say that the complex (1) is formally
correct at xo OE fl if the sequence
Let

is

an

~x0 denote the ring of formal power

exact sequence of

~x0[03BE]-modules.

We define Â(t, x, D) and
to t of the operators

B(t, x, D) as the Taylor series with respect

and

Then

we

obtain from

proposition

If the complex (1)

PROPOSITION 13:
then

When the statement of
the
graded module

more

is

formally

il,

correct at xo E

13 holds, the resolution (5) of
associated
to
m(x0, 03BE0) =
is called the first subprincipal complex at

Proposition

m0(x0, e)

coker(A(t, x, D) : q ~ p)
(xo, g°) of the complex (1).
Sometimes it is

12:

convenient to consider localizations of the

complex (1) by rings of asymptotic operators obtained from different
orderings of

W.

Let m (m1, ..., mn
Then we consider the
=

We denote

by W

) be a n -uple of integers and let m0 &#x3E;|mi|~i.
ordering of W given by

the associated

ring

of

asymptotic operators.

To
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comparing the rings W and W, we denote by
the generators of W and by x1, ..., xn,
~1,
...,
~n,
h
y1, ..., yn,
t
the
Di,..., Dn,
generators of W. Then by the change of variables
avoid confusion while

obtain an injective ring homomorphism
It is easy to check the following:

we

PROPOSITION 14: The

W 4 38.

ring U is a flat ring extension of W.

Denoting by A(h, y, a) the image of A(t, x, D) under the above
homomorphism, we can consider the module 91(xo, 03BE0) =
coker(A(h, y, ~) : Wq ~ Wp). Having chosen a filtration of this module,
the resolution (5) of the associated graded module 91°(xo, g°) is called
the second subprincipal complex of (1) at (xo, 03BE0).
PROPOSITION 15:

Let IL

=

suplmjl

mo.

Then

for

0:5

E

1 the map

is linear and continuous from F~(R+, f) into F03B4(R+, f) where 8
(li + ~)/m0. and in particular defines a map from A~f into A03B4f.

=

PROOF: The relations

(9) describe for each fixed h a symplectic
change of coordinates in E = Rn ~ Rn, linear and of norm h -IL for
h :5 1. Then the statement follows by lemma 2 in §2, (b).
As

a

corollary,

we

obtain the

PROPOSITION 16: If the
lemma at x0 then for every

is

following

complex (1)

e’E Rn - {0}

admits the
the map

special Poincaré

identically 0.
(h) Asymptotic series.
We denote by Af the ring of formal

determinate h with coefficients in f:

an

power series of an inelement of A9’ has the form:
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The

following proposition is well known:

isomorphic to the quotient of the space
C~(R+, f) by asymptotic equivalence (i.e. two elements u(h, y), v(h, y)
of C~(R+, f) are equivalent if
PROPOSITION 17: Af is

In

particular

have

we

an

inclusion Af

A0f.

If the complex (1) admits the special Poincaré lemma
for every 03BE0 E Rn - 101 the map

COROLLARY:
at x0 then

is the 0 map.

(i) Let n be

a

left-W-module of finite type and let

··· ~ WPk+1u(k) ~ %Pk

(10)
be

a

u(k-1) ··· ~Wp1 u(0) Wp0~

n ~ 0

resolution of W

respect
h 0 0 and
have:

to
a

by free W-modules of finite type, correct with
gradings 03B1(k) (03B1(k)1,
03B1(k)pk) ~ Zpk(k 0, 1, 2, ...). For
E
ZP
we
h" diag(h03B11,
write
(03B11,
h03B1p). Then
03B1p)
=

=

...,

=

=

...,

...,

we

It follows

is

an

by the

correctness

exact sequence. But this

assumption

that

implies that the

sequence

is exact and therefore, denoting by {W} the ring of formal power
series of h with coefficients in W, also the sequence
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is exact. We call the sequence (13) reduced asymptotic sequence and
the sequence (12) reduced subprincipal sequence. We set

Let f be a left W-module. Then the set A0 of formal power series of
h with coefficients in f turns in a natural way into a left {W}-module
and Y is isomorphic to the quotient Af/hAf. By this identification
the functors Homw(-, f) applied to (12) and Hom{w}(-, Af/hAf)
applied to (13) give the same complex:

and thus

we

Taking into

we

obtain

an

isomorphism:

account this

deduce the

long

isomorphism,

from the exact sequence

exact séquence :

We note that the groups ExtjW(X0 Y)
the complex (14), while the groups
cohomology of the complex:

PROPOSITION 18:

Extj+1{w}(X, Af)

=

If Extjw(X0, Il)

0, then the map

measure

the

cohomology

Extj{w}(X, Af)

measure

of
the

0, then also Extj{w}(X, A2’) 0. If
Extj{w}(X, Af) ~ Extjw(X0, f) is onto.
=

=
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PROOF: The last statement is a trivial consequence of the long
exact sequence established above. Let us prove the first. We note that
the case j 0 is trivial: if f = E hsfs E A5£po - 101 satisfies B(0)f 0,
then the first term of the series defining f which is différent from 0,
say f m, satisfies B(0)0fm = 0. But, if Ext0w(X0, 5£) == 0, this implies that
fm = 0 and brings a contradiction, that shows that Ext0{w}(X, Af) 0.
Let us consider then the case j - 1. Let f E A5£Pj satisfy B(j)f 0.
Let f = 03A3 hsf. Then f0 ~ fpj satisfies B(j)0f0 = 0 and then by the
assumption that Exti(&#x26;°, f) 0 there is uo ~ fpj-1 such that B(j-1)0u0
fo. Then we consider f (1) f - 93(j-1)uo 03A3s~1 f(1)shs. We have B(j-1)0f(1)1
0 and then we can find ui E fPj-1 such that B(j-1)0u1 = f(1)1. By iteration
we construct a sequence lukl C 5£Pj-t such that
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

Then u = 03A3 h Sus E A2Pj-t solves f B(j-1)u.
We note now that, taking any right W-module ù4, the set of formal
power series of h with coefficients in e forms a right {W}-modute,
that we denote by AO--4. We have AR/hAR ~ R and, by this
identification, the functor 9? Q9w-applied to (12) and the functor
AI,14/hAe ~{w}-applied to the resolution (13) yield the same complex:
=

Therefore

Taking into

we

obtain the

isomorphism

account this

isomorphism

we

deduce the

long

exact sequence:

and the exact sequence
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Arguing

as

in the

previous proposition

PROPOSITION 19:

Tor{w}j-1(AR, I)

=

If TorjW(R, X0)

0, then the

one

obtains

Torlw)(Ae, X)
Tor{w}j(AR, X)~TorWj(R, IO)

map

=

0, then

=

is

0.

If

sur-

jective.

(j) Let us consider a complex of differentials operators with smooth
coefficients on an open set fl ~ Rn:

We assume that this complex is formally correct at xo e f2 for
suitable multigradings. For a fixed 1;° E Rn - {0} we consider the
module n(x0, 03BE0) = n defined in sect. (g), so that (10) is an asymptotic
sequence for (17) at (xo, 1;°). Let f be any left W-submodule of f and
let R = f. Then the map

(û,

v) ~ u.

If Torj-1(f, X0) 0 and
mutative diagram
=

(where the vertical

sup|03B1(j)i|

we

v

dx induces

a

Extj+1(X0, f) 0,

arrow

=

to the

obtain commutative

right

natural map

then

we

obtain

a

com-

is evaluation at 0). For m ~

diagrams:
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Therefore

we

obtain the

following

statement:

PROPOSITION 20: Let (xo, 03BE0) E n X (IR n - 101) be fixed. Assume that
TorWj-1(f, IO) 0 and Extj+1W(X0,f) 0. Then, if the complex (17)
admits the special Poincaré lemma at Eqjx0, the map :
=

=

is

identically 0.

§4. Subelliptic estimates for reduced subprincipal complexes

(a) Preliminaries.

pletion

of f for the

In §2

associated to the scalar

To M E Sm

we

let

we

defined the Hilbert spaces Sm

as com-

norm

product

correspond

the linear functional

on

f:

In this way we identify Sm to a subspace of the space ;f’ of tempered
distributions. We have continuous and dense inclusions:

By Riesz representation theorem, for every f E S’m (linear and
tinuous functional f : Sm ~ C) there is a unique u E Sm such that

Identifying

u

and

f

to the

corresponding elements of 9",

we

con-

obtain
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Note that the operator Em belongs to W2m (canonical ordering). We
identify 52 to its image in Y’, that we will denote by S-m. Then
Em : Sm - S-m is an isometry. Denoting by E-m : S-m ~ Sm its inverse,
the natural scalar product of S-m is given by:

We set also ~u~-m (u, u)1/2-m, for u ~ S-m.
For P = 03A3|03B1+03B2|~m 03B103B103B2x03B2D03B1 E Wm we denote
=

by ’P the transposed

operator:
tPu

=

Y (-1)|03B1|D03B1(x03B2u),

so

that ’P also

|03B1+03B2|~m

belongs

to

Wm.

If k s 0, one realizes that P : Sk ~ Sk-m is the transposed map of the
linear map tP : Sm-k - S-k and thus is linear and continuous. Because
every P E Wrn is obtained as sum of compositions of operators in W1
and Wo, one obtains:
LEMMA 6: Every P E Wm defines
continuous map from Sk to Sk-m.

for each k

E Z

a

linear and

(b) Notations. Let N be a positive integer. For p E ZN,
03BCN) we set S03BC, S03BC1 x ... x S03BCN. For u, v ~ S03BC,
(03BC1,
(ui, ..., uN ), v (v1, ..., vN ) we set
=

...,

03BC

=

u =

=

If k E Z we set li + k (pi + k,..., pN +
(c) We make the following remark:
=

PROPOSITION 21: Let m1
clusion Sm2 4 Smt.

k).

m2 ~ Z. Then

we

have

a

compact in-

PROOF: The general statement follows if we can prove it when
m1 ~ 0 and m2 - m1 = 1. Indeed the inclusion Sm2 Sm, is the composition of the inclusions Sm2 Sm1+1 4 Sm, and when m1 0 the
inclusion Sm,+, 4 S,,, is the dual of the inclusion S-ml 4 S-m1-1,
where - ml - 1 ~ 0.
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Let us assume therefore that ml == m =-- 0 and m2 = m + 1. We recall
the following theorem, due to Fréchet and Kolmogorov:
"A subset C of L2(/Rn) has compact closure in L2(Rn) if and only if
the following conditions are satisfied:
(i) C is bounded in L2(Rn);
(ii) For every vector e E Rn we have

(iii) We have

prove first that the ball B
in
compact
L2(Rn) So. Because ~u~0
&#x3E;
For
t
0
we have:
So.

Let

us

=

= {~u~1 ~ 1} of Si is relatively
~ ~u~1 Vu E Si, B is bounded in

Thus condition (iii) of the theorem of
satisfied. Moreover we have:

Because f is dense in Si

we

Fréchet-Kolmogorov is

deduce that

Hence also condition (ii) is satisfied and by the above cited theorem it
follows that B is relatively compact in So, i.e. that the inclusion
Si
So is compact.
When m ~ 1, we note that if lukl is a bounded sequence in Sm+1,
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then for all la + 03B2| ~ m{x03B2D03B1uk} is a bounded sequence in SI. Because
the inclusion Si 4 So is compact, we can extract a subsequence luil
such that {x03B2D03B1uj} converges in So for every|03B1 + 03B2| ~ m, but this
implies that fujl converges in Sm and then the proof is complete.

(d) The density theorem.
Let L(x, D) : fq ~ fN be

a

q matrix with entries in W. Let
1,..., N and j 1,..., q.

N

x

with Lij E W03BCj for i
Let us denote by lllk (for any fixed k E Z) the subspace of f’q of
generalized functions u E g»q such that u E Ski,,,-, and Lu E SNk. We
have:
L

=

(Lij)

=

=

PROPOSITION 22: fq is dense in Hk

PROOF: Let cp be
1

on a

neighborhood

for the

norm :

C°° function with compact support in Rn that is
of 0. We have, for u OE lllk and cpv ~(x/v):

a

=

where, for L(x, D) = 1 L03B1(x)D03B1

Therefore cpvu cz Xk if

u

we

OE lllk and

have set

one

easily checks that

Hk ~ e’ is dense in ’Jek, and thus it is sufficient
elements with compact support. Let f : f’ ~ f’
denote the Fourier transform. Then F : Wk - iek is an isomorphism of
lllk with the space Ûk of generalized functions u such that u E Sk+IL-I
and L1u = FLF-1u ~ SNk. We note that F(Hk ~ e’) ~ k ~ e is
dense in iek. If u ~ k ~ e, then çvu ~ fq ~v ~ 1 and approximates u
in iek by the argument given at the beginning of the proof. Therefore,
for u ~ Hk ~ 9’, the sequence F-1(~vF(u)) is in yq and approximates
u in Wk. This completes the proof.
Hence

to

one

proves that

approximate
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(e) Regularization for coercive operators.
We consider

a

N

x

q matrix L

is coercive if there exists

We have the

a

as

constant

in

We say that the form

such that

c

following:

PROPOSITION 23: Assume that the

for

point (d).

form q(u, v) is coercive. Then
~ Sk-, is an isomorphism.

every integer k, the map L*L : Sk+03BC

PROOF: The

assumption that q(u, v) is coercive implies that for
Sp(n, R) the operator TSL*LT-1s is elliptic (in the sense of
Douglis-Nirenberg). Because, denoting by Hm the classical Sobolev
spaces, the spaces Sm are characterized as the subspaces of F’ of
distributions u for which Tsu E Hm for every S E Sp(n, R), the
statement of the proposition follows from the classical Hilbertian
theory of elliptic partial differential operators in Sobolev spaces.
every S E

REMARK: In

is

an

particular for every positive integer m, Em : Sk - Sk-2m
isomorphism for every integer k. We denote by E-m its inverse.

(f) Sub-elliptic estimates.
Let L : fq ~ fN be as in section (d). We say that the form q(u, v )
(Lu, Lv)o satisfies a sub-elliptic estimate if there is a constant c such
=

that

set H

(d) for the notation). This is a Hilbert
space and fq is a dense subspace of H by Proposition 19. If (18)
holds, then q(u, v ) is an equivalent scalar product on ?if. Then, by
Riesz representation theorem, given any f E S’q such that
Let

us

there is

a

=

unique

Wo (cf.

u

sect.

e Y such that
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and

Let Ni be the number of 2q-uples of multiindices aj, MI*, EN n with
|03B1j + 03B2j| ~ 03BCj. Then we define F : fq ~ fN1 by Fu = F(u1, ..., uq) =
so that (u, v)03BC = (Fu, Fv)0 ~u, v ~ S03BC. Then
for every E &#x3E; 0 we consider the operator LEu Lu ~ EFu; LE : fq ~
9"+Nl, and the sesquilinear form

(x03B2jD03B1juj)j=1, ..., q, |03B1j+03B2j|~03BCj,

=

If

u

(18) holds

we

have:

PROPOSITION 24: Assume that
E X solves

then

u

E

Sk+03BC-1

and Lu E

PROOF: For every

This

E

&#x3E;

sr.
0

equation is equivalent

we

In

particular

denote

by

u

E yq

if f E fq.

UE the solution UE E

Sp.

of

to

and thus by the result of sect. (e)
for h ~ k. Then

Then:

(18) holds. If f E Sk-03BC+1(k ~ 0) and

u

E

Sk+03BC+1

if

f E Sk-,,,,.

Let P E Wh
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By the remarks made

imply

with

one

at the

beginning of the section these estimates

that

a

constant

independent of

deduces, again with

a

E.

Noticing that:

constant

independent of

e

&#x3E;

0, that:

Summing over all P of the form P = xf3Da with|03B1 + 03B2| ~ h, using
again commutation estimates for the first term, one deduces, with a
constant C independent of E &#x3E; 0:

for 1

one

:5

h

~

k. Because

obtains that

Then we can find w E Sk+03BC-1 such that Lw E sf and
of real positive numbers converging to 0 such that:

Assuming that k ~ 1 (otherwise there is nothing
uE-

w

to

strongly in S03BC and therefore

a

séquence

prove)

we

{~v}

have
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and then because this equation has a unique solution in 7le,
have u w and therefore the proposition is proved.

we

COROLLARY: Assume that with
estimate:

have the

must

=

Then, if f E Sk-03BC+1 for

then

u

E

Sk+03BC-1

some

and Lu E

some

k ~ 1 and

SNk.

In

constant

u

c &#x3E;

0

we

EE X solves

particular

u

E yq

for f E fq.

PROOF: Let us set (J1u, L1v)0 = (Lu, Lv)0 + (u, v)03BC-2. Then the
sesquilinear form (Liu, L1v)0 satisfies aU assumptions of the previous
proposition. If u solves (*), then u solves also the equation

is the diagonal operator having the entry E,,,,-2 at the j-th
the
place
diagonal. We have E03BC-2u E S-03BC+3 because u E S03BC-1.
Noticing that the space X is the same if computed from the original
form q(u, v ) or from the one we have introduced now, we can apply
the previous proposition. We have
where

E03BC-2

on

and hence

But then

and thus the statement follows

(g) Complexes.
We consider

a

complex

by iteration.
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where A(x, D) and B(x, D) are matrices of diff erential operators with
polynomial coefficients and B (x, D)A(x, D) = 0.
r
Let 03B1 = (03B11, ..., 03B1p) ~ Zp, 03B2 = (03B21,
EE Z
(3q) ~ Zq, 03B3 (03B31,
be such that A (Aij) with Aji E Wlii-aj and B (Bhi) with Bhi E WYh-lii.
We can assume that 03B3h ~ 0 Vh. Let m E Z be fixed in such a way
that 2m + 03B1j ~ 0 Vj and m + 03B2i ~ 0 Vi. We choose F : fq ~ fN in such
a way that
=

...,

...,

=

=

take for instance (Fu, Fv)o (u, v)m+03B2 ~u, v E fq).
Then we define the operator E F*F and we consider the
form:

(we

=

can

=

associated to the

sesquilinear

quadratic

form:

We have q(u, v) = (Lu, Lv)0 for a suitable L : fq ~ fM
integer M &#x3E; 0) with L (Lij) and Lu E W2m+03B2j for every i
and every j 1,..., q. Then we obtain the following:
=

(for some
1,..., M

=

=

PROPOSITION 25: Assume that the
elliptic estimate:

form q(u, v) satisfies the

Then, if f E Sk-,Il for some k ~ 0 (resp f E gq) satisfies Bf
there exists v E Sk-03B1 (resp v E fq) such that Av f.

=

0, then

=

PROOF:

By proposition 21

we can

find

u

E

S4m+,+k-i

sub-

such that
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Therefore

B * E-yBEu

=

0 and then

and thus the statement follows

we

taking

obtain from (*):

v

=

E2m+03B1A*u.

COROLLARY: Under the same assumptions of the previous proposition : let ka 0 and let g E S2m+¡J+k+l satisfy A*g=0. Then there
exists w E S2m+03B3+k such that B*w = g. If gE yq, then we can take

w ~ fr.
PROOF: We take

f

=

Eg and then

we

solve, with

u

E X, the

equa-

tion :

Because f E Sk+1-0 we have u E S4m+03B2-k-1, A*u E S4m+a+k, BEu E
S-y+k. Let Evo AE2m+aA *u E Sk-/3. Then Vo E S2m+03B2+k and we have
=

from which

we

deduce that

The statement follows
yields w E fr.

AE2m+03B1A*u

taking

w

=

=

0. Therefore

E-03B3BEu.

PROPOSITION 26: Under the assumption
linear closed densely defined operators :

and

have

a

closed image.

we

If g E yq this

have

procedure

of Proposition 25: the
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S2m+03B2+k-1 with A* u E S2m+«+k.
AE2m+«A* u E S-2m-03B2+k. We solve the equation
PROOF: Let

Then by the

u

E

a

f

=

regularity theorem (Proposition 24)

independent of u. Because k &#x3E; 2m
previous proposition that B*E-03B3BEg 0, since Bf
with

Then

constant

obtain by the
0. Hence

we

=

=

Therefore A*g A*u and the statement follows then from estimate (*). The proof for B is analogous.
By this proposition and the abstract dualtity theorem for Hilbert
spaces and linear closed densely defined operators we obtain the
=

following:
PROPOSITION 27: For every k a 0 and every f E S-4m-/i-k-2 such that
0 we can find u E S-4m-a-k-3 such that Au f.
For every k ~ 0 and every f E S/i-2m-k-2 such that A* f 0 we can find
E Sy-2m-k-3 such that B*u
f.
Moreover the linear closed densely defined operators :

Bf

=

=

=

u

=

and

have a closed
Then

we

image.

obtain the

PROPOSITION 28:

following:

If the assumptions of Proposition

25

are

satisfied,
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then all the sequences :

are

and the maps B : gq fr, B : f’q ~ Y", A* : fq ~ fp,
9"P have closed images.

exact

A* : S’q

~

27 it follows that the second and the
fourth sequences are exact with the last map having a closed image.
Then the exactness of the first and the third sequences and the fact
that their last map has a closed image follows from the duality
theorem for Fréchet-Schwartz and dual of Fréchet-Schwartz.
PROOF: Indeed

by proposition

We have also the

following proposition:

PROPOSITION 29: Under the

assumptions of Proposition 25, for
integer k we have exact sequences of Hilbert spaces and linear
closed densely defined operators :

every

By Propositions 25, 26 and 27 the statement is true when
Ikl is large. The intermediary results can be obtained in a standard
way by interpolation (cf. for instance [16]).
Vice versa, let us assume that for some fixed integer k, the sequence
(22) is acyclic and that B : Sk-03B2+1 ··· ~ Sk-y+2 has a closed image. Then
(cf. [0], Theorem B, pp. 750-751) there is a constant C &#x3E; 0 such that
PROOF:

where A# denotes the

adjoint

of A : Sk-03B1 ··· ~

Sk-I3+1

in the

sense

of
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linear closed densely defined operators on Hilbert spaces. Obviously
the actual form of A# depends on the choice of the scalar products on
the two spaces, i.e. on the duality operators Sk-03B2+1 ~ S/3-k-l and

Sk-03B1 ~ Sa-k.
Let m and E be chosen as in section (g). By subtracting from a, /3,
0 or 1 according k is even or odd, we can assume that k 2s
either
y
with s E Z. Then we obtain, for a suitable choice of a (non standard)
scalar product on Sk-03B2+1:
=

from which

with

we

derive

strictly positive constants,

from which

with strictly positive constants.
Let us set u E-lEl+Sv E fq. Then
=

with

a

constant c’’’ &#x3E; 0. Then the

we

we

derive

obtain:

subelliptic estimate

holds if

we

that, if u E S2m+03B2-1 and A*u 0, BEu 0, then also u 0. By the
corollary to the Proposition 24 (regularity theorem), it follows that
Aw for some w E Sk-03B1
u E yq. By the exactness of (22) we have Eu
=

prove

=

=

=

and

we

obtain

and hence

u

=

0. Thus

we

have

proved

the

following

PROPOSITION 30: The following statements are equivalent :
(1) There is an integer k such that the complex (22) is acyclic and
the map B : Sk-03B2+1 ··· ~ Sk-y+2 has a closed image.
(2) For every integer k the complex (22) is acyclic and the map
B : Sk-03B2+1 ··· ~ Sk-y+2 has a closed image.
(3) There is an integer k such that the complex (23) is acyclic and
the map A* : Sk+03B2+1 ··· ~ Sk+a+2 has a closed image.
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integer k the complex (23) is acyclic and the map
A*: Sk+03B2+1 ··· ~ Sk+a+2 has a closed image.
(5) There exists an integer m such that 2m + 03B1j ~ 0 ~j, m + 03B2i 2: 0 Vi
and a differential operator F (Fsi): fq ~ fN with Fsi E W/3i+m Vs, ~i,
such that ~u~203B2+m ~ const~Fu~20 ~u ~ fq, with the property that, setting
E F*F the subelliptic estimate holds, with a constant c &#x3E; 0:
(4) For

every

=

=

(6) The subelliptic estimate (21) holds for any choice of rn and E
satisfying the conditions in point 5 above, with a positive constant
c
c(m, E) that depends on m and E.
=

DEFINITION: If any one of the conditions of the proposition above
is satisfied, we say that the complex (20) is subelliptic at fq.

(h) The approximation theorem.
PROPOSITION 31: If the complex (20) is subelliptic at fq, then every
solution f E 9"P (resp f E f’r) of A(x, D)f 0(resp B *(x, D)f 0) can
be approximated in Y’P(resp in f’r) by a sequence of solutions
=

=

u

E

YP (resp u

E

fr) of A(x, D)u

=

0(resp B*(x, D)u

=

0).

Let f E 9"P solve Af 0. We have f E S-2m-a for a
sufficiently large integer m and then by the density theorem we can
find a sequence {fv} in 9P such that
PROOF:

We

can

=

find uv ~ fq such that

Therefore

Thus, for

v,

Af

=

=

AE2m+03B2A*u

E2m+03B2A*uv

we

and

have
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Therefore vv -0 in S-2m-a and
hence fv - vv = wv E 9’P, A wv 0 and wv ~ f in S-2m-aThe proof for
the case B*f 0, f E f’r, is analogous and is omitted.
(i) Let us consider now a longer complex:

with

a

constant

independent of

v.

=

=

with u0, u1, u2, ... matrices of differential operators with polynomial
of
coefficients. For each j let be given a pj-uple 03B1j = (03B1j1, ...,
that
we
with
for every j
integers such
have %j = (ursj)
% 7 OE W03B1rj+1-03B1js.
We consider subellipticity with respect to this choice of multigradings. We have:

03B1jpj)

PROPOSITION 32: Assume that the

YPi. Then the

cohomology

roup

complex (9*)

Hi"(9*) Ker(uj+1
=

is subelliptic at
: YPj+l YPj+2) is

separated.
PROOF: Indeed

we

proved that ’àj: fpj ~ 9’Pj+l has

a

closed

image

(Proposition 28).
PROPOSITION 33:
fpj+2, then Hj+’(Y*)

If the complex (Y*) is subelliptic at 9Pi and
0 if and only if (’,If*) is subelliptic at fpj+1.

at

=

PROOF: Indeed the map u#j EB uj+1: S-03B1j+1-1 ··· ~ S-03B1j-2 ~ S-03B1j+2
where we denoted by u#j the adjoint of %j: S-aj-2 ... ~ S-03B1j+1-1 in the
sense of linear closed densely defined operators on Hilbert spaces,
has a closed image by Proposition 30. Indeed, if {uv} is a sequence in
S-03B1j+1-1 such that u#juv ~ f in S-aj-2 and uj+1 uv ~ g in S-03B1j+2, then we
can find v, u E S-aj+l-l such that f
91jv and g uj+1u. But v can be
chosen in (ker u#j)~ C (Image u#j+1)~ and hence in such a way that
%j+iv 0 and u can be chosen in (ker uj+1)~ C (Image Nj)~ and hence
satisfying u#ju 0. Therefore f u#j(M + v ) and g uj+1(u + v),
proving that f EB g belongs to the image of u#j EB %j,,.
Then we obtain (cf. [0], Theorem A, p. 749), with some constant
c &#x3E;0:
=

=

=

=

for every

u

in

If fPj+1 n ker

=

=

domain u#j n domain uj+1 n (ker ?i e n ker uj+1)~.

%j n ker uj+1

=

0, then the inequality above holds for
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u

esery

E fPj+1 and the

argument given in section (g) proves that the

intersection is
zero when Hj+1(f*) is 0. Because the viceversa is also true by
proposition 30, the proof is complete.

complex (Y*)

is

subelliptic

at fpj+1. We note that that

(j) Necessary conditions for the validity of the special Poincaré
Lemma.
Let us assume that the complex (17) is formally correct at xo, and
that the complex (24) is a reduced subprincipal complex for (17) at
(xo, g°) for some 03BE0 ~ Rn - {0}. We consider the extension of complex

(24):

PROPOSITION 34: If (9*) is subelliptic at fpj-1 and at fpj+1(j ~ 1)
but Hj(f*) ~ 0, then (17) does not admit the special Poincaré lemma

at eqjx0.
§5. Principal type presentation

(a) Let us consider
smooth coefhcients on

a
an

complex (17) of diff erential operators with
open set ~ Rn:

and let aj = (03B1j1, ...,
(for j = 0, 1, 2,...) be multigradings for
which the given complex is formally correct at xo E f2. If Âj(x, e)
denotes the principal symbol of Aj(x, D) at x (cf. §3, sect. (g)) and

ajpj) ~ ZPj

is the

asymptotic operator of Aj(x, D)

at

(xo, g°), then

we

have
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Then

Ij c Kj Vj. Moreover,

for

u

~ f

i.e. Ãj1 : f ~ Kj ~ f ~.
If u ~ Y ~ Ij we have u Âj-,,ow
=

i.e.

If

u

for

we

some w

have

E 9Pi-, and hence

Ãji : f ~ Ij ~ f ~ Ij,,.

Therefore, if

Ãjl

~ Kj

we denote by Lj the
define diff erential operators

quotient

space

Kj/Ij

the operators

E Y Q9 Kj, then

is a complex. From the remarks made in the
follows that, when the sequence

is exact
reduced
pens,

preceding sections it

(’Li denoting
subprincipal

we

the dual spaces of the spaces Li), then it is the
sequence for trivial gradings. When this hapsay that the complex (17) is in principal type presentation at

(xo, 03BE0).
(b) Let si dimc Li (for i 0, 1, ...). After performing linear
changes of coordinates in the spaces (Pi, we can assume that
=

=

where I is the

By

a

(pi - si) x (pi - s;) identity matrix.
linear change of coordinates in Rnwe

can

assume

that
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.

and hence

~Âi ~03BEn

Then

we

have:

(XO, i03BE0)|Ki = 0-

From this we deduce that the operators aj(x, D) are independent of
al axn. Let us consider the subspace N of E = Rn ~ Rn where
and let À be a
a0(x, i03BE) = 0. Let
maximal isotropic space contained in N (the fact that À is isotropic
means that 03C3(u, v)
0 Vu, v E À). After a symplectic change of coordinates we can assume that

N03C3 = {u ~ E|03C3(u, v) = 0 ~v ~ N}
=

symplectic coordinates ao is written
operator independent of ~/~xm+1, ..., al axn. Then we
In these

new

all operators aj have the

passing

same

property,

as

differential
can assume that
this can be obtained by
as a

equivalent asymptotic sequence.
We notice that the space (xm+1 0, ..., xn 0, 03BEm+1= 0, ..., e, 01 is
then isomorphic to N°jN ~ N " and thus has an invariant meaning (cf.
to

an

=

[10],

p.

Let

Then

=

=

355).

us

we

set

form the second

Because W is flat
coefficients in the

asymptotic

ring of polynomials of Xm+t,..., Xn with
Weyl algebra m W of differential operators with

over

the

sequence. We obtain operators:
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polynomial coefficients

in Rm,

we

obtain

an

exact sequence:

The exactness of this sequence is equivalent to the exactness of the
sequences

for every integer k (we have denoted by 9n-m the ring of polynomials
in n - m indeterminates xm+1, ..., xn). For every fixed k this sequence
can be considered as an exact sequence of finitely generated free
Pn-m-modules. Thus for every k the set of ~ E Cn-m such that the
complex obtained by tensoring the exact sequence by 9n-mlI, where
I, is the ideal generated by xm+1 - ~1, ..., xn - qn-m is not exact is a
nowhere dense algebraic subvariety Vk of Cn-m (cf. [2]). Then R"-m U Vk is non empty and, for q in this set, denoting by 6; the operators
obtained from b;3 by passing to the quotient, we obtain an exact
sequence:

(c) Let f be the subspace of lY’ of functions of the form

where g E 9(R’) and p is a polynomial in n - rn indeterminates.
If A(y, a) and B(y, a) are respectively q x p and r x q matrices with
entries in mW, then the sequence

is exact if and

only if the

sequence
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is exact. Therefore, as an easy corollary of the results obtained in §3
and §4 we obtain the following statement:
PROPOSITION 32:

is

subelliptic

at

Hj(C*) ~ 0, then
lemma at eqjx0.

If the complex :

Li-, Q9 f(Rm) and at Lj+l Q9 Y(lRm) (here j ~ 1), but
the complex (17) does not admit the special Poincaré

first study the case in which (17) is defined on an open
set fl of R2. Then we are reduced to consider ordinary differential
operators and we are interested in estimates of the form

(d) Let

us

~Au’ + yBu + Cu~20 ~ cllullÕ

(*)

Vu E YP,

where c &#x3E; 0 and A, B, C are q x p matrices with complex entries. Let
discuss the case where C = 0.
Let us set Xi CP and Yo = Cq. Then we define recursively:

us

=

In this way

we

obtain two

decreasing chains:

and it is obvious that these two sequences become stationary
together, for a first integer m a 1. Note that, if m &#x3E; 1 and 1 s j m,
then B induces an injective map Xj/Xj+1 ~ Yj-tlYj.
Therefore, by a suitable choice of coordinates in the linear spaces
CP and Cq we can assume that A and B have the form:
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where I are identity matrices of suitable size, Bo,..., Bm-i are injective and H is a square matrix in Jordan form.
um) we
Decomposing in an obvious way u E 9P as u (u1,
obtain:
=

...,

The operator obtained by deleting from Adldy + yB the block of the
last rows and columns is elliptic in the sense precised by Hôrmander
in [10] (i.e. its principal symbol is injective for all (y, q) in R2 _ 101)
and because solutions u = (u1, ..., um-1, 0) ~ fp of Au’ + yBu = 0
must be zero, it follows that with some constant c&#x3E; 0 we have

Then

we are

reduced to the

study of the estimate

We have proved that when estimate (*) holds with a positive constant
c, then there are no non-trivial solutions v of v’ + yHv = 0 in f’k.
Hence we obtain:
a necessary and sufficient in order that estimate (*) holds is that all
eigenvalues of H have negative real part.
Note that, when this is the case, we end up with an estimate

for

some

(e) Let
m

=

positive
us

1. For

constant c’.

consider

simplicity

now

the

general form of a complex (27) when
that bo is of the form Aodldy +

we assume
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yBo: Lo tg) f(R) ~ L1 tg) 91(R). By a suitable choice of symplectic
coordinates in R2 and of linear coordinates in Lo and Li, we can
assume that Ao and Bo have the form:

identity matrices of suitable size and
Qo, ..., Qm-,
representing surjective linear maps. Then
we note the only integrability conditions of order :51 for bo are those
expressing the fact that the image of bo is contained in (Image of
Ao) 0 9(R). Erasing the zero rows from Ao and Bo we are therefore
reduced to an equivalent complex:
where

where

the

l’s denote
are matrices

L l,o Image(Ao : Lo- LI). We have also to assume that Qo is
injective.
Therefore, when we reduce to a subprincipal complex of ordinary
differential operators of the form specified above, we can conclude
=

that:

if H is a matrix of positive size with all eigenvalues with a strictly
negative real part, then the complex (17) does not admit the strict
Poincaré Lemma at eq1x0.
Indeed when this condition is satisfied the subelliptic estimate holds
at Lo Q9 f(R) and does not hold at LI,o Q9 f(R) (while at 0 the
subelliptic estimate is trivial).
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(f) Koszul type complexes.
An important example in which we obtain a complex in "principal
type presentation" is offered by the Koszul type complexes that we

going to discuss now.
Pl(X, D), ..., Ps(x, D) be differential operators with smooth
coefficients in an open set C R’B of orders m1, ..., ms respectively.
are

Let

Let

and let

q;

=

us assume

(sj)

that there is

and the space Eqj(03A9)

a

complex of the form (17)

being identified

in which

to the space of alter-

nated forms of degree j in the indeterminates dt’, ..., dt’ with
coefficients in E(fl), the principal symbol of Aj(x, D) corresponds to
multiplication by the 1-form

The existence of such a complex imposes algebraic conditions on the
operators P1, ..., P,, that we will not specify here. We only note that
we must have

Pj

denotes the principal symbol of degree m; of Pj).
Let (xo, g°) E f2 x (Rn - {0}) be such that
03BE0) 0 Vj. We
for simplicity that ÇO = (0, ..., 0, 1). Then, with

(Here

Pj(xo,

for

we

obtain the reduced

subprincipal complex:

=

assume
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where 039Bsk is the linear space of k-alternated forms in Cs. In [8]
Hôrmander proved that a necessary and sufficient condition in order
that this complex be subelliptic at 039Bsp~f(Rn-1) is that the quadratic
form (Levi form)

has at least p + 1 or s - p + 1 positive eigenvalues.
Assume that the quadratic form above has exactly q positive and
s - q negative eigenvalues. Then the complex (28) is subelliptic
ad 039Bsq-1 (D f(Rn-1) and at 039Bsq+1 (D f(Rn-1), but is not subelliptic at
A’ q ~ f(Rn-1). Thus we conclude by the statement:
if the quadratic form (*) has q negative and s - q positive eigenvalues, then the complex (27) does not admit the special Poincaré
Lemma at 61g.
Of course this criterion applies also to general complexes which
have a reduced subprincipal complex of the form (28) at some point
(xo, çO) EE f2 x (Rn - {0}).
REMARK: The statement above applies in particular to the CauchyRiemann complex induced on a generic real submanifold of an open
set f2 of en. Thus we recover (in a less precise form) the results
obtained in [3].

in principal type presentation.
differential operator of the form L(y, ~) =
03A3m1 (Hj(~/~yj) + Kjyj) + M with H;, Kj, M matrices of size q x p with
1 and the Koszul type
entries in C. If we exclude the case p
in
we
to
find a basis for the
cannot
general
complexes,
expect
row-vectors
of
of
differential
operators in m w1.
L(y, a) by
syzygies
Therefore, when we restrict to principal type presentation, it is
reasonable to restrict the study to Koszul type complexes and to
determined complexes of the form

(g) Determined systems
Let

us

consider

a

=

where A(x, D) has a principal symbol of type (a;, bi), say Â(x, e) that
is injective on 9P C[03BE1, ..., gn]P for all x E 03A9.
By the construction of section (a), if the complex (28) is in principal
type presentation at (xo, çO) E!1 X (Rn -{0}) we have to study a
=
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reduced

subprincipal complex

of the form (m

n):

where dimc Lo dimc Li and the operator L has the form described at
the beginning of the section, with Hj, Kj, M e Homc(Lo, LI). We set
for simplicity N 2m, M Ho and Kj Hm+j(j 1,..., m). Then we
denote by A the linear subspace of Homc(Lo, LI) generated by
Ho,..., HN. By the construction of L(y, a), certainly 039B contains an
invertible element S and then we consider the subspace 039B1 = S-1039B of
Homc(L0, Lo). Then we can consider the series of Jordan-Hôlder
associated to 039B1:
=

=

=

=

=

The Vj’s are distinct linear subspaces of Lo with AVj C Vj ~A E 039B1
and such that, considering the families of maps induced by 039B1 on
Vj+1/Vj, this space does not contain any non trivial proper subspace
invariant for it.
Two series of Jordan-Hôlder associated to 039B1 are equivalent, in the
sense that, if

is another ascending chain with the same properties of (*), then r k
and there is a permutation g of {1, ..., k} and linear isomorphisms
Vj/Vj-I ~ Wg/WgJI such that for all H E 039B1, we obtain a commutative
=

diagram :

Let N be another invertible element of Homc(LO, LI) and let us
consider 039B2 N-1039B. If V C Lo is an invariant subspace for 039B2, then V
is invariant for the operator N-’ S. Because N-’ S is invertible, then V
will also be invariant for S-’N. Therefore V is invariant for S-’NA2
=

=
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039B1. This shows that the Jordan-Hôlder series is also invariant with
respect to the choice of the invertible element S in A.
The considerations above show that by a suitable choice of
dinates on the spaces Lo and Li we can assume that Ho, ..., HN
the semi-triangular form:

coorare

in

where the Hhhj are square matrices with size equal to dimc Vh/Vh-1We note that, if k ~ 1, we cannot expect in general to have an
estimate of the form

or

with some const &#x3E; 0.
Let
hj = dimc Vj/Vj-1.

Then

write

we

f(Rm)h1 ~ ··· ~ f (Rm)hk f(Rm)h. We define
i ~ hj+l and 03B2i 03B1i + 1 Vi (we have set ho 0).
=

=

and

a

constant

=

L0 ~ f(Rm) =
2(k - j) if hi + 1 ~

=

Then, if for each 1

with

ai

Ch

&#x3E;

~

h ~k

0, then

we

we

have

an

estimate of the form:

have with

some

constant

c &#x3E;

0:

apply the results of §4 to discuss the reduced subprincipal
us set Lh(y, a )
complex.
03A3mj=1 Hhhj ~/~yj + yjHhhm+j + Hhh0 then we
have the following criterion:
If f or every 1 ~ h ~ k the complex
we can

Let

is

subelliptic

at the

=

first f(Rm)hh, but there

exists

an

index h

for which
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this complex is not subelliptic at the second f(Rm)hh, then the complex
(29) does not admit the Poincaré lemma at the point xo.

example, let us apply the criterion above to an operator
A(x, D) of type (aj, bi), represented by a triangular matrix:
As

an

that, denoting by h(x, 03BE) the principal symbol of the
operator Ph(x, D) on the diagonal, the condition given by the criterion
We find

above is that for

some

direction 03BE0 ~ 0 in Rn

we

have:

for h = 1, 2, ..., p. However, for the case of a triangular matrix
A(x, D), it is obvious that the validity of (*h) for a single h is
suflicient to conclude that the equation A(x, D)u = f has no solution
u ~ epx0 for general f ~ epx0.
But when (*h) holds for every h we can say more: namely, if we
add to A(x, D) any matrix B(x, D) of differential operators with
smooth coefficients in fl, of type (aj - 1, bi), the equation

A(x, D)u

+

B(x, D)u = f

has no solution u ~ epx0 for many f ~ epx0: the criterion we have
obtained is invariant under perturbations by lower order operators. If
we want to maintain this invariance, we are actually compelled to ask
that (*h) holds for every h, as the following example, essentially due
to Grusin, shows:
Let us consider on 1R2 the differential operator:

with trivial gradings ai a2 1, bl b2 0. The reduced subprincipal
operator at (0, eo), for eo = (0, 1) is diagonal and ( * h ) is satisfied for
h 1, but not for h 2. The system
=

=

=

=

=

=
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for u, v, f, g E eo is

equivalent

to the scalar

equation:

In [6] Grusin

proved that both the operator P (x, D) and the operator
P *(x, D) are hypoelliptic at 0 and this implies that the above equation
is locally solvable at xo.
REMARK: Criterions for the

complexes (30h)(h

=

1, ..., k)

at different places of the
described in the paper of Hôr-

subellipticity
are

mander [10].

§6. Some remarks

on

double characteristics

(a) Let P (x, D) : e(03A9) ~ e(03A9) be a scalar diff erential operator of
order m with smooth coefficients on an open set 03A9 of Rn. We say that
P is doubly characteristic at (xo, e) E f2 X (IR n - 101) if, denoting by
(x, e) the principal symbol of P we have:

If P is
at

doubly characteristic
(xo, e) takes the form:

with Po

=

at

(xo, g°), then its asymptotic operator

P1= 0 and P2 of the form:

where the constant

c

also

depends

on

the lower order terms in

P (x, D).
Let L1 ~ E = Rn ~ Rn be a maximal isotropic subspace of E of
which the total symbol of P2 is independent. By homogeneity reasons,
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we can assume

that

03BE0 ~ Li,

symplectic coordinates

Then

we

obtaining

where
form:

in E

and thus L1 ~ 0. By a suitable choice of
reduce to the case in which

we

set

the

asymptotic operator

Pg( y, ~), that by simplicity

we

will denote

By the discussion of the preceding sections,

we

by L(y, 3), has the

have the

following

criterion:
If the complex

is

subelliptic

at the

first f(Rm)

but not at the second, then the

complex

does not admit the Poincaré lemma at xo.
(b) Let us consider the quadratic form

The

case

in which

q (y, q)

has

no

non-trivial

zeros

(y, ~) ~
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Q R m Em and m ~ 2 has been considered by many authors (cf.
[5], [6]). But they show that in this case the problem

R m

=

has index 0, i.e. the cohomology groups of the complex (31) are finite
dimensional and the alternated sum of their dimensions is 0. So the
method we outlined does not apply to this case: this accounts for the
unstability under lower order perturbations exhibited by the example
of Grusin [6].
(c) Let us discuss first the case m 1. This is always the case if
n
2. In this case the quadratic form q decomposes into a product of
linear factors:
=

=

and then

we can

write:

Let a1a2b1b2 ~ 0. By reducing to Hermite’s degenerate hypergeometric equation we obtain:
if Re(bl/al) 0 and Re(b2/a2) 0, then:

L*(y, ~):f(R) ~ f(R) is

onto

L*(y, a) : f(R) ~ f(R) is

not

injective.

Therefore we obtain the f ollowing statement:
Let P(x, D) be doubly characteristic at (xo, e) E il x Rn - {0} and
assume that the total symbol 02(x, 03BE) of P2 is independent of the
variables of a maximal isotropic subspace of the symplectic space
(xi 03BE1 = 0} C E. If all roots of the quadratic equation:
=

have negative real part, then the

complex

e(03A9) P(x, D) 03B5(03A9) ~ 0

does not admit the Poincaré lemma at xo.

(d) A priori estimates.
Let

us

set ~ =

t(-i~/~y1, ..., -i~/~ym, YI,..., ym) = t(~1, ..., V2m).

We
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have V* = ’V and,

with I the m x m
relations:

Then, for
entries

a

setting

identity matrix,

we

have the

following commutation

uniquely determined symmetric matrix

we can

A with

complex

write:

We have

obtain:

then for

u

where A

(ars) are the coefficients of the matrix A.
the commutation formulas established above,

Using

E

9(R’)

we

=

If we assume that the matrix
obtain with a constant c &#x3E; 0:

The condition
function

Im(AJ)

is

we

obtain

positive definite, then

Im(AJÃ) &#x3E; 0 is symplectic invariant.

It

we

implies that the
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function of Xi,..., xm, 03BE1, ..., gm for Xm+l = x0m+1,..., xn = x0n and
03BEm+1 o ..., 03BEn = 03BE0n has an isolated maximum at xi x01, ... xm

as a

=

=

=

x0m, 03BE1 = 03BE01, ..., 03BEm = 03BE0m.
A straightforward computation shows that the condition Im(AJA) &#x3E;
0 is equivalent to the condition that Re(bi/ai) 0 for i
1, 2 when
m = 1.
(e) Let us set H -JA. Then the matrix H is complex-symplectic,
i.e. we have:
=

=

and hence if À is an eigenvalue of H also - À is an eigenvalue of H.
Let us set É Em ~ RC. Extending u to a bilinear form on Ê, we
define on E a structure of complex symplectic space. For À E C, we set
=

Then

We

we

can

have

choose

v1, ..., vm ~
value Àj of H

a

base of Ê of vectors Ut,
and
uj ~ (03BBj)
vj E (- 03BBj) for some
we
have
1,..., m). Then

complex symplectic

such that

(j

=

for some linear functionals
obtain

fj, gj : ~ C. Then, with Àjk

=

Um,

eigen-

u(vj, Huk) we

where we notice that 03BBjk 0 if Xi 0 03BBk. In particular, when all
values of H are simple, we obtain the expression:
=

...,

eigen-

(f) Let A be a linear subspace of Ê. We say that A is Lagrangean if
03C3(u, v) 0 Vu, v E A (i.e. A is isotropic) and dimc A m.
=

=
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A Lagrangean subspace of E is non-negative (positive/non-positive/negative) if the hermitean form -i03C3(u, ) restricted to A is
positive semi-definite (positive definite/negative semi-definite/negative

definite).
Any Lagrangean subspace A of E can be brought by the complexification of a real symplectic change of coordinates of Em to the
form

Q(z) = E a;z; with real a/s. The condition that A is nonnegative translates into the fact that a; a 0 Vj and analogously the
where

other conditions can be translated in an obvious way into conditions
on the signs of the a;’s. (Cf [10]).
We note now that the vectors u 1, ..., um introduced in the previous
section span a Lagrangean space. Assume that this Lagrangean space
A is non-negative, and written in canonical form. Then the function
exp(iQ(y)) E f’(Rm) and we have, for some constants 03B1ij, 03B2ij, y E C:

It follows that (L(y, ~) - 03B3) exp(iQ(y)) 0. Now we notice that, if
Im(AJ) &#x3E; 0 then the estimate implied by (32) hold also for the
operator L(y, a) - y. Thus by the results of §4 if Im(AJ) &#x3E; 0 then the
equation (L(y, a) -’)’)w 0 has no non-trivial solution in 9"(R’). We
=

=

have obtained the

following:
if Im(AJ) &#x3E; 0, then there exists no non-negative Lagrangean subspace A of É invariant for H.
(g) Assume that the condition Im(AJ) &#x3E; 0 holds. If the equation
L*u = 0 has no solution in f(Rm)-{0}, then, by Proposition 33 there

is

a

constant

c &#x3E;

0 such that

This implies that for each f E So there is a unique u E Si such that
Lu = f (Proposition 26). Let us denote by T : S0 ~ S0 the map that
associates to f E So the solution u Tf E Si of the equation Lu f.
Then T is a compact operator by Proposition 21. Let 03BB ~ 0 and u E So
be such that Tu Au. We have Lu E So, ME Si and u ÀLu, i.e.
(L - (1/03BB)) = 0. But this implies that u = 0 because (L - (1/03BB)) is
injective on f’(Rm) as we remarked above. Thus the spectrum of the
=

=

=

=
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to 101, i.e. the compact operator T is quasinilpotent. This implies that T* is also quasi-nilpotent: we have
obtained the following statement:
if L*u 0 has no solution u E f(Rm) - {0}, then (L* - 03BB)u 0 has
no solution u E 9"(R’) - 0 for any À E C.
(h) The discussion of the previous sections yields the following

operator T reduces

=

=

criterion:
If the following conditions

are

satisfied :

(1) Im(AJ) &#x3E; 0,
(2) There exists a non-positive Lagrangean subspace A of E invariant for H -JA, then the complex
=

does not admit the Poincaré Lemma at xo.
REMARK: Actually 1 think that condition (2) should be dropped and
that (1) is sufficient to obtain the conclusion on the non validity of
Poincaré lemma. Indeed it seems plausible that, if L E W2 has a
compact inverse T : S0 ~ So it never occurs that the spectrum of T
reduces to 0. On the other hand I also suspect that an implication
(1) ~ (2) holds and moreover that (1) is the necessary and sufficient
condition in order that all invariant Lagrangean subspaces for H are

strictly negative.
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